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PKEFACE.

The compiler offers the present work to his fellow-

soldiers of the Militia, in the hope that it may be of

service to the Sergeants in instructing themselves in

their particular duty as guides in battalion move

ments, without the labor of searching through more

voluminous works, where the details are combined

with the other parts of the military tactics.

He has endeavored to make it as plain and as con

cise as possible ; and too much importance cannot be

placed upon the Sergeants being thoroughly ac

quainted with this special duty, as upon its correct

execution depends, to a great extent, the precision

so necessary in battalion movements.

Should it be of any aid in maintaining the stand

ard of our Militia to the honorable position it now

occupies among nations, he will be amply repaid for

the labor he has bestowed upon this work.
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SCHOOL OF THE GUIDES.

SCHOOL OF THE BATTALION.

GENERAL RULES.

There 'will be in each battalion one color ser

geant and two general guides, (right general
guide and left general guide;) there ■will also

be one closing sergeant (left guide of the left

company), and one covering corporal.

The color sergeant will be in the centre of the

battalion.

The right general guide will take post behind

the right of the first or right company and on

the alignment of file closers, and the left one in

the same manner on the left of the eighth or left

company.

The closing sergeant will be in the front rank,

on the left of the last company, and the covering

corporal behind him, in the rear rank.

The color and general guides serve for the march

of the battalion and to take general alignments.

To open and close ranks.

1.—Prepare to open ranks.

2.— To the rear open order.

3.—March.

4.—Front.

At the second command, tho covering sergeants

and covering corporal step to the rear, taking the
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distance of four paces opposite to their intervals,

in order to mark the alignment of the rear rank,

The covering corporal will be careful to invert

his piece and elevate it perpendicularly before

him, to indicate to the major the direction

which he has to give to the covering sergeants.

At the third command, the rear rank of the

battalion will step to the rear and will be aligned

by the covering sergeants ; the file closers two

paces to the rear of the rear rank. The last file

closer who is on the left of the battalion will

invert his piece in the same manner as the cover

ing corporal, to indicate to the lieutenant col

onel the direction he will have to give to the file

closers. At the fourth command, the covering

sergeants will take their place in the front rank.

The closing of ranks will be in accordance

with paragraph No. 476 of Scott's Tactics.

Loadings and firings.

In all firings, the covering sergeants will place

themselves upon the alignment of file closers,

opposite to their intervals, and will retake their

posts at the tap of the drum.

The file closers, during the loadings and fir

ings, will remain at shoulder or support arms, as

the order may be given to them.

In all the firings, the color and its guard fall

back, so that the front rank shall be on a line

with the rear rank of the battalion. The guard

will always carry the musket with bayonet fixed

and in the right arm, and will reserve its fire for

the defense of the color. At the tap of the
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drum, they will retake their place in line of

battle.

To execute the fire by the rear rank, the cov

ering sergeants and file closers will conform to

what has been prescribed for them in paragraphs

No. 512 and 513 of Scott's Tactics. The color

sergeant will pass into the rear rank, and the

closing sergeant and covering corporal will change

places.

In squares, the color sergeant alone retires

upon the line of file closers. The color guard

will fire the same as the company of which it

forms a part

To break to the front to the right or left into

column.

Figure No. 1.

1.—By company right wheel.

2—Quick—March.

At the first command, the covering sergeants

replace their captains in the front rank.

At the command march, the covering sergeants

do not move ; the left guides as soon as they can

pass, will place themselves on the left of the front

rank, to conduct the marching flank.

Each captain of company having given the

command halt, the covering sergeant will place

himself on the right of the first man, the left
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guide, at the same time, will place himself oppo

site his captain, and will observe to leave space

enough between himself and the man on the

right to contain the front of the company, with

out occupying himself with the direction, which

will only be taken when the column is put in

march.

When the battalion breaks to the left, the cov

ering sergeant will conduct the marching flank,

and the left guide will place himself on the left

of the company the moment it halts.

Same principles to break by division.

To break to the rear by the right or left

into column.

Figure No. 2.

1.—By the right of companies to the rear into

column.

2 Battalion—Right Face.

3.—Quick—March.

At the first command, the covering sergeant

will replace the captain in the front rank.

At the second command, the covering sergeant

will break to the rear at the same time with the

right files, and will place himself before the front

rank man of the first file, in order to conduct it.

At the command march, each covering sergeant
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will conduct his company correctly perpendicu

larly to the rear, and when each captain will

have commanded halt—-front, the left guide will

go and place the left elbow lightly against his

breast.

When the battalion breaks by the left of com

panies to the rear into column, the covering ser

geants will conform to what has been prescribed

for the left guides, and the left guides to what

has been said for the covering sergeants.

To ploy the battalion into close column or mass.

Figure No. 3.

1.—Close column by company.

2.—On first company right in front,

3.—Battalion—Right Face.

4.—Quick—March.

Whenever a column shall be formed at half

distance or closed in mass, the file closers shall

be at the distance of one pace from the rear rank.

At the second command, the covering sergeants

will replace their captains in the front rank.

At the third command, the right files of each

company and the covering sergeant will break to

the rear, as has been before stated.
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At the command, march, the file closers will

incline towards the rear rank, so as to close to

the distance of one pace from this rank. The

left guide of the first company will place himself

upon its left as soon as the movement of the

second will permit him. As each company will

have entered the column, and its captain will

have halted it, the left guide will place himself

promptly on the direction, at five paces from the

guide who precedes him.

When the battalion is ployed in front of the

first company, the movement will be executed by

the same principles ; each captain having halted

his company in the column, the right guide will

face to the rear, place himself at five paces from

the guide who precedes him, and will only face

about, at the command of the chief of battalion.

If the battalion be ployed in front or in rear

of the eighth company, the movement will be

executed after the same principles, but by inverse

means.

If the movement be made on an interior com

pany, the guides of the subordinate companies

will face to the side of the direction, and will

only face about at the command of the chief of

battalion.

March in column at full distance.

In the march in column, there are three ways

of giving the direction to the leading guide.

1.—There will be pointed out to him, two dis

tinct and prominent objects in front of him, on

the lino which he is to follow. This guide will

immediately face to it, and take for point of di
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section, the object most distant, and for interme

diate one, the nearest to him.

2.—If the locality should offer but one distinct

or prominent object on the direction which the

first guide is to follow, this guide will face to it

as soon as it shall have been pointed out to him,

and will immediately select on the ground an

intermediate point.

3.—When no prominent or distinct object pre

sents itself, the lieutenant colonel, or adjutant,

will throw himself forty paces in front and face

to the column. The chief of battalion will, by

a sign with his sword, place him on the direction

which the first guide will have to follow. The

lieutenant colonel being thus placed, the guide

will immediately face to him, take two points on

the ground, conforming himself to what is pre

scribed in paragraph No. 529, School of the

Company.

Pending the march, the first guide can always

assure himself that he is in the right direction,

when the point nearest to him masks the most

distant.

In wheeling on the march, the guide who is

on the pivot flank will take the step of nine

inches, being careful to describe a small circle so

as to clear the wheeling point. He will lengthen

or shorten the step, only upon the command of

the captain.

When a column is formed at half distance or in

mass, or marching in route step, the guide who

is on the pivot flank will take the step of four

teen inches, instead of the one of nine inches
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he will lengthen or shorten the step, only upon

the command of the captain.

In a column by platoon, there will be but one

guide on the flank of each. He will be on the

left flank, if the right be in front, and on the

right, if the left be in front.

In a column by company, or by division, Ihere

will always be a guide on each flank of the col

umn ; they will be denominated right and left

guides, and one of them will always be entrusted

with the direction.

The first duty of a guide is, to well fix in his

mind the extent of the front of the sub-division

which he is to conduct, so as to correctly keep

the distance of platoon, company, or division.

according to the formations which may take

place during the movements.

He must also well understand, that he is

charged with conducting his company, and not

let himself be conducted by it, as frequently

happens with inexperienced guides. It cannot be

too strongly impressed upon them, not to inter

fere with their companies, but to strictly con

form themselves to the movements of the pre

ceding guide ; to follow in his traces ; take his

step ; maintain the distance of company between

himself and this guide; pass through all the

points through which he will pass, without occu

pying himself with the general direction, which

only concerns the leading guide.

A guide should never alter the length or

cadence of his step. According to this principle,

when, for example, a company which should have

halted at three paces behind the line of battle
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has passed that line, if the guide has correctly

marched, the fault lies with the captain, who

will not have given his commands of caution or

execution in time.

A guide is responsible for the distance, the

direction, and the step. '

When a guide loses his distance, he must

regain it gradually, either by lengthening or

shortening the step by one or two inches, so that

there may be no stop nor wavering on the

march.

If a guide has neglected to march in the traces

of the one who precedes him, has sensibly thrown

himself inside or outside of the direction, he will

remedy this fault by advancing more or less the

right or the left shoulder, so as gradually to

regain the direction, thereby avoiding the incon

venience of the oblique step, which occasions

loss of distance.

When a column is halted, the guides must not

move, even if they should not have their dis

tances, and should not be on the direction.

If, when in column of several companies, they

are to break successively into platoons, it is of

the utmost importance that each guide should

continue to march the same step, neither making

it shorter nor slower, whilst the company which

precedes him breaks, even if he be compelled to

close entirely upon the latter. This attention is

indispensable, in order to prevent the prolonga

tion of the column.
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Tlie column arriving before or behind the line of

battle, or by one of its extremities, to prolong it

on that line.

! I i i J

G- V

BEHIND.

Figure No. 5.

\l I I I

The general guide, at the head of the column,

will direct himself on the two points which will

be indicated to him on the line of battle, without

regulating himself upon the march of the column.
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The color and the general guide who follow,

will march abreast with their respective compa

nies, and will maintain themselves on the line *

by directing themselves ; the first, on the general

guide at the head of the column, and the latter,

on the color and the general guide at the head of

the column.

The guides of companies always march at four

paces from the general guides who are on the line

of battle. The first guide will march abreast

with the right general guide ; the following

guides will march in the traces of the guide who

precedes, and will be careful to preserve the step

and cadence without occupying themselves with

the general direction.

The column being halted, to march it a short dis

tance to the rear.

The chief of battalion causes it to face about ,

the file closers remain in the front of the rear

rank, and the guides will place themselves on the

line of the rear rank.

In a column by division, the covering sergeant

in the centre of the division will step into the

line of file closers.
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Changes of direction.

Figure No. 6.

I A I I I

Head of Column to the left (or to the right.")

The guide of each company will direct himself

so as to graze the breast of the marker ; as soon

as the first guide will have turned or wheeled, he

will be careful to direct himself immediately on

the two points which will be indicated to him.

In the wheelings, the guide of each company

will be careful not to throw himself inside or out

side of the aro of the circle which he is to

describe, but to pass through all its points.

When a company, marching at the quick step,

has to turn or to form itself into line, the soldiers

will accelerate the pace to 130 steps to the min

ute.
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To rectify the direction of the guides of a column,

before forming it into line of battle.

THREE EXAMPLES :

1. — If the chief of battalion wishes to give a

general direction, he will place the first two

guides on the direction which he may wish to

give to the line of battle, and will command,

Guides cover in file.

At this command, the following guides will

place themselves lightly on the direction of the

two first, leaving, exactly, a distance of sub-di

vision from one to the other.

2.—If the chief of battalion does not judge it

necessary to give a general direction to the guides

of the column, he will merely rectify the position

of those who may be too- much in or out of the

direction, by the command, guide of such com

pany to the right or to the left. At this com

mand, the designated guides will place themselves

on the direction ; the others will stand fast.

3 Finally, if the general guides march on

the flank of the column, the chief of battalion

having assured them on the direction, if they be

not already there, he will command.

Guides on the line.

At this command, the guide placed on the

directing flank of each company, will promptly

place himself on the direction of the general

guides, facing towards the head of the column.
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The lieutenant colonel and major will rapidly

align them.

To dose the column in mass on the head of

the column.

<

1.—Column close in mass.

2 Quick—March.

Each guide will march in the traces of the one

who precedes him, and afterwards place himself

lightly at the distance of five paces from this

guide, being careful to fix his eyes on the lieu

tenant colonel, who will be at the head of the

column, so as to incline either to the right or to

the left, on a signal from that officer, if it be

necessary.

A guide will always be certain that he is on

the direction, if the guide who is before him

masks the preceding one ; he will be careful to

keep his head direct to the front to place himself

on the direction.

Figure No. 7.

mi i
» • • • • *
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To close the column in mass on the rear of

the column.

Figure No. 8.

1.—On eighth company close in mass.

2.—Battalion—About Face.

3.—Column forward.

4 Guide right.

5.—Quick—March.

Same observations as for the preceding move

ment.

The battalion having faced about, the guides

will remain in the front rank, now become the

rear.

The guides will only face about at the com

mand of the chief of battalion.

General rules.

The guides must well impress themselves with

the rule, that in all movements, whether in col

umn or in line of battle, they must always face

to the side of the direction to align themselves,

and not turn their backs to the point on which

they are to align, as is often done by guides who

are not acquainted with their duty.
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To take distance on the head of the column.

Figure No. 9.

I I

^
> > > > >

^

1.—On first company take wheeling distance.

2 Battalion—A.bout Face.

3.—Column forward.

4.—Guide right.

5.—Quick—March.

Before the commencement of the movement,

the left general guide will throw himself promptly

to the rear, a little behind the point at which the

rear of the column will arrive, and will place

himself correctly on the prolongation of the two

markers placed, one opposite the first company,

and the other at wheeling distance behind the first.

The battalion having faced about, the guides

will remain in the front rank now become the rear.

The captain of the first company having

aligned his company and commanded front, the

marker will retire, and will be re-placed by the

left guide.

The same directions will apply to the second

company.

The guide of the last company will direct him

self a little inside of the left general guide.

As each company halts, the guide will face to

the front, and will place himself promptly at the

distance and on the direction.
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To take distance on the rear of the column.

Figure No. 10.

On

1.— On eighth company take wheeling distance.

2.—Column forward.

3.—Guide left.

4 Quick—March.

Before the movement commences, two markers

will be placed on the left, after the same princi

ples as to take distance on the head of the col

umn, and the right general guide will place him

self beyond the point at which the head of the

column will arrive, as has been before said for

the left general guide.

The guides will follow the principles previously

prescribed, and as each company halts, they will

face to the rear, take their distance, place them

selves on the direction, and will face about only

at the command of the chief of battalion.
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Change of direction of column closed in mass—

From a halt.

Figure No. 11.

1 Change direction by the right flank.

2.—Battalion right face.

3.—Quick March.

At the command—march, the right guide of

the first company will direct himself from the

first step, on a parallel line with the two markers

placed beforehand on the new direction.

The right guide of each of the following com

panies will conform himself to the direction of

the right guide of the company which precedes

him in the column, so as to enter on the new

direction parallel with this company, and at

three paces, or about that distance, from its rear

rank.

The left guides, as the companies are halted,

will place themselves on the direction and at

the distance of five paces from the preceding

guides.

Same principles for a change of direction by

the left flank.
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On the march.

This movement is always executed on the prfn

?iples of a wheel.

Figure No. 12.

1.—Battalion right wheel.

2.—March.

3.—Forward.

4.—March.

At the second command, the movement com

mences ; the first division will wheel, as if it

were part of the column, at half distance ; the

guide who conducts the marching flank will be

careful not to throw himself inside of the arc of

the circle which he is to describe. As soon as

this division commences to wheel, the others will
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conform themselves to the movements. For this

purpose, the left guide of each, throwing forward

a little the left shoulder, and lengthening a little

the step, will incline to the left by obliquing, and

will observe to gain, at the same time, ground

enough forward, so that there shall be constantly

between his division and the one which precedes

it, the distance of three paces ; and, as soon as he

covers the guide of that division, he will cease

obliquing, and will march exactly in his traces.

Each right guide will maintain, between his

division and the one which precedes it, the same

distance as the wheeling flank.

At the fourth command, the divisions having to

take the direct march, if a guide should not

cover exactly the one who precedes him, he will

do so, little by little, by throwing forward the

left shoulder.

Same principles for changing direction to the

left.

The counter-march.

Whether the right or left be in front, and

either at full or half distance, or in mass, the two

guides will face about when their companies face

to the right or to the left, and will retake their

places as soon as each chief of company, after

having conducted and aligned it, will have com

manded front.
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In column by sub-division dosed in mass at a halt,

to form divisions.

Figure No. 13.

II

1.—Form divisions.

2.—Left companies left face.

3.—Quick—March.

4.—Guides—Posts.

At the second command, the right and left

guides of the right, (or odd numbered companies),

will place themselves before the file which is

next to them, facing to the right, and will touch

lightly with the right arm, the breast of the first

rank man of that file, in order to mark the

direction.

At the command—march, the even numbered

companies will be conducted by their left guides.

The chiefs of even numbered companies having

halted their companies and faced them to the

front, each left guide will throw himself promptly

forward, face to the right, and place himself cor

rectly upon the direction of the guides of the odd

numbered companies, and so as to be opposite to

one of the last three files of his company.

At the fourth command, the guides who have-

marked the front of divisions, re-take smartly,
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their place in column, the left guide of the odd

numbered company pasing through the interval

which separates the two companies.

Being at full or at half distance.

The divisions will be formed in the same man

ner, but the chiefs of the even numbered com

panies having halted them and commanded front,

march them forward to align them on the odd

numbered companies, halt them anew, slightly

in rear of the rear rank of the odd numbered

companies, and it is then, that the left guides

place themselves on the line in order to mark.

With the left in front, the divisions will be

formed on the same principles, applying to the

even numbered companies what has been pre

scribed for the odd, but the guides will face to

the left.

Left into line wheel.

1.—Left into line wheel.

2 Quick—March

3.— Guides—Posts.

At the first command, the right guide of the

first company will place himself promptly on the

direction of the left guides of the column, face

to them, and so as to be opposite to one of the

three right files of his company in line of battle.

At the second command, the left guides will

not stir.

At the third command, the guides re-take their

places in line of battle, passing through the

interval of the chief of company nearest them.
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and in order to allow them to pass, each chief of

company will place himself before the first file

of his company, and the covering sergeant behind

that same file. This rule is general for all for

mations in line of battle.

In all formations in line of battle, the file

closers will place themselves exactly at two

paces in rear of the rear rank.

With the column left in front, the left guide

of the eighth company will place himself, at the

first command, on the direction of the right

guides, and the right guides will follow what has

been prescribed for the left guides.

If the column be formed by divisions, the same

means will be employed, but observing what fol

lows : If the right be in front, at the command

halt, given by each chief of division, the left

guide of each odd company will place himself on

the line opposite to one of the three left files of

his company, and will align himself correctly on

the division guides, who, for this purpose, will

invert their pieces and hold them perpendicularly

in front of their bodies at the command, left into

line wheel.

If the column be left in front, the right guides

of the even numbered companies will conform

themselves to what has been prescribed for the

left guides of the odd numbered companies, and

will place themselves opposite to one of the three

right files of their company.
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SUCCESSIVE FORMATIONS.

Column at full distance on the right into line.

Figure No. 14.

1.—On the right into line.

2.—Guide right.

3.—Guides—Posts.

The right guide of the first company will

march straight before him to the point at which

his company will turn to the right, and each

guide will march in the traces of the one who

precedes him.

The first company having turned to the right,

the right guide will direct himself so that the

man who is next to him will arrive opposite to

the marker, who is on the right ; the company

having been halted, the left guide will retire

on the line of file closers. Each right guide of

the following companies, after having turned tc
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march on the line of battle, will direct himself

so as to arrive next to the man on the left of the

company which precedes him, and as each will

be successively halted, each left guide will place

himself before one of the three left files of his

company, facing to the right, and aligning him

self correctly on the direction.

Same principles for forming on the left into

line.

When, to execute the above formation, the

battalion, instead of being at full distance or at

half distance, will be closed in mass, the guides

will take the greatest care not to shorten the step

in turning, in order to avoid arresting the march

of the column.

When, in executing successive formations, the

chief of battalion wishes to commence firing, (the

firings are always by file), the duty of the guides

is as follows :

I suppose the execution of the above movement.

At the command, fire by file, of the chief of

the first company, the marker, placed before the

right of the first company will retire, and the

other will fall back opposite to the right man of

the second company; the chief of the second

will, in his turn, commence firing. When the

chief of the third will have commanded front,

the marker, placed before the right file of the

second company will retire at the command,

front, and the left guide will fall back, opposite

to the right man of the third company, and so

on, for the following :
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Column at full distance forward into line.

Figure No. 15.

1 Forward into line.

2 By company left-half wheel.

3.—Quick—March.

4 Forward.

5.—March.

6.—Guide right.

7 Guides—Posts.
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At the sixth command, the right guide of the

second company, who is nearest the line of battle,

will direct himself straight forward ; the one

of each of the other companies will follow the

file which will find itself before him, when the

company which precedes his has ceased to

wheel.

The second company having been halted at the

distance of three paces from the line of battle,

the left guide will place himself on the line, so

as to be opposite to one of the three left files of

his company.

At the moment the guide of the second com

pany turns to the right, the guide of the third,

ceasing to follow the file which is before him,

will march straight forward till the chief of his

company turns it to the right ; the left guide will

execute what has been said for the one of the

second.

The guides of each of the other companies will

execute what has been prescribed for those of

the third.

The guide of each company must be careful to

turn, so as to arrive squarely upon the line of

battle.

If, during the execution of the movement, a

company should meet an obstacle, its chief will

cause it to march by the flank, and the guide

will continue to follow the file behind which he

finds himself, maintaining himself exactly at the

same distance from the company which precedes

his.

Same principles for left in front.
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Column at full distance into line faced to the rear.

Figure No. 18

1.—Into line faced to the rear.

2.—Battalion right face.

3 Quick—March.

4 Guides—Posts.

At the command march, the companies will put

themselves in march : the left guide of the sec

ond company -will promptly detatch himself to

mark the line of battle ; he will place himself as
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has been prescribed for successive formations,

and thus indicates to his chief of company the

point at which he is to cross the line of battle.

The left guides of the following companies will

detatch themselves, in time to precede their com

panies by twelve or fifteen paces on the line;

they will place themselves, so as to be opposite

to one of the three left files of their company, in

line of battle.

Deployment of column closed in mass.

Every time that a company has to form itself

on the line of battle, the guide who has to mark,

is always the one who is the farthest from the

point of direction ; that is to say, the one who will

find himself on the opposite side from the one

on which the chief of the company places him

self to align it. If the guides understand this

principle well, they will never be embarassed,

whether the battalion manoeuvers in direct

order, by inverse, or by the rear rank ; while

often, for example, the right guides come out on

the line when it should be the one of the left,

and it sometimes happens, that from the uncer

tainty they feel themselves in, neither comes out

to mark, and that the lieutenant colonel or major

is obliged to call them out. When a guide has

to place himself before his company to mark the

direction, he will take the greatest care to place

himself, so as to be opposite to one of its three

exterior files.
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Figure No. 17.

°x> 1 ° ° °-

1 On first division deploy column.

2.—Battalion left face.

3.—Quick—March.

4.—Guides—Posts.

The two markers being placed before the first

division, the left general guide will throw himseli

on the line of battle, a little beyond the point at

which the left of the battalion will rest when

deployed, and will place himself correctly on the

prolongation of the markers established before

the first division.

At the third command, the left guide of the

second division will direct himself on a parallel

line with the line of battle ; those of the third

and fourth divisions will march on a line with

him; each will preserve the distance of five

paces between himself and the guide of the

division which precedes his in column.

The second division having been halted, the

two left guides of the companies forming the

divison, will place themselves on the line and on

the direction of the markers. The right guides

of the third and fourth divisions, in conducting

their divisions on the line, will be careful to direct

them so as to arrive next to the man on the left

of the division which precedes them. The two

left guides of companies of each division, will
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place themselves on the line at the moment each

division will have heen halted anew, at three

paces from the line of battle.

Same principles for deployment on the fourth

division. In this case, it is the right general

guide who detatches himself, to mark the line of

battle, and the guide of the first division will

direct himself three paces inside of this general

guide. If the movement takes place on an in

terior division, both general guides will detatch

themselves.

Advance in line of battle.

Figure No. 18.

1 Battalion forward.

2.—March.

At the first command, the front rank of the

color will step forward six paces, and be re-placed

by the second rank. The color sergeant will take

two points on the ground, on a line between him

self and the lieutenant colonel, in advance.

The two general guides will place themselves

on a line with the color ; the right one in front of

the chief of the first company, the left one in

front of the closing sergeant.

8
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The covering sergeant of the fifth company

will step into the front rank in the place of his

chief of company, and the closing sergeant will

step into the rear rank ; the covering corporal on

the line of file closers.

At the second command, the battalion will put

itself in march.

The color sergeant entrusted with the step and

the direction, will scrupulously observe the length

and cadence of the step, will march on the pro

longation of the two points which he will have

taken on the ground between himself and the lieu

tenant colonel, and will successively take others,

as has been prescribed in the School of the

Company, No. 531. The corporal on his right

and left will march in the same step, keeping the

head and shoulders square to the front.

The two general guides will march in the same

step with the color sergeant, and will keep them

selves, as nearly as possible, on a line with Ijim,

paying no attention to one another. Their object

is, to indicate to the wings the step of the centre

of the battalion, and to facilitate the establish

ment of the wings on the direction of*the centre,

should they be too far in the rear.

The three corporals of the second rank of the

color guard, placed in the centre of the battalion,

will march, well aligned, elbow to elbow, the

head to the front, and without deranging the line

of their shoulders. The one who is in the cen

tre will march exactly in the traces of the color

sergeant, and will maintain the same step, with

out either lengthening or shortening it, except

upon the notice of the chief of the battalion or
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of the lieutenant colonel, even if he should find

himself at more or less than six paces from the

color rank.

These three corporals, with the chiefs of the

fourth and fifth companies, will form the basis of

alignment of the battalion.

The covering sergeant of the fifth company

will march, elbow to elbow, and on the same line

with the three corporals of the centre ; he will

keep his head direct to the front.

Point of direction to the right (or to the left.)

At this command, the major will throw him

self thirty or forty paces in advance, and will

place himself on the direction indicated by the

chief of the battalion ; the corporal in the centre

of the battalion, will direct himself upon the

major, upon notice from the chief of the battal

ion, by throwing forward the opposite shoulder,

the corporals on his right and on his left will con

form themselves to his direction.

The color sergeant will also direct himself

towards the major, by throwing forward the

opposite shoulder ; the major will cause him to

incline to the right or to the left, until he covers

the corporal of his file ; the color sergeant will

then take two points upon the ground in the new

direction.

The two general guides will conform themselves

to the new direction of the color sergeant.

1.—Right (or left) oblique.

2.—March.

The color sergeant and the corporal in the cen
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tre, must oblique by an equal movement, and

maintain their shoulders square to the front ; the

color sergeant will oblique neither more nor less

than the corporal ; the major will attend to this.

When the direct march is re-taken, the color

sergeant will immediately take two points on the

ground between him and the major, who will

have thrown himself thirty paces in advance.

Halting the battalion, marching in line of battle,

and aligning it.

Figure No. 19.

1.—Battalion.

2.—Halt.

The battalion being halted, if the chief of bat

talion wishes to give it a general alignment, he

will place himself a few paces outside of the gen

eral guide of either wing, (the right is supposed,)

the right general guide and the color will face to

him, and he will promptly establish them on the

direction which he may wish to give to the bat

talion; this done, tho left general guide will

place himself on the direction, and the major

will assure him in his position.
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The two corporals of the color guard will re

turn to their places in line of battle.

These dispositions being made, the chief of

battalion will command—

1.—Guides on the line.

2.— Oji the centre dress.

3 Color and guides—Posts.

At the first command, the right guide of each

of the companies of the right wing, and the left

guide of each of the companies of the left wing,

will place themselves on the direction of the

color, and the two general guides; face to the

color, and each place himself in rear of the guide

who is immediately before him, at a distance

equal to the front of his company; they will

align themselves on the color, and the general

guide in front of them.

The battalion being aligned, the color and

guides will re-take their places in line of battle.

The general guides, in placing themselves upon

the line, will be careful to go a little outside of

the wings of the battalion.
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Change of direction in marching in line of battle.

Figure No. 20.

1 Change direction to the right.

2.—March.

The color rank will take the step of fourteen

inches, and will direct itself circularly to the

right, observing to advance, insensibly, the left

shoulder, and will describe an arc of the circie,

neither too large nor too small.

The right general guide will merely pivot ; the

left general guide will march, circularly, the step

of twenty-eight inches, and will align himself on

the color and the right general guide.

The corporal in the centre of the battalion,

will take the step of fourteen inches and will
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Theel to the right, by gradually advancing the

left shoulder.

1.—Forward.

2.—March.

The battalion will re-take the direct march.

The major, having thrown himself thirty or forty

paces in advance, on the perpendicular line which

the corporal in centre of the battalion will have

to follow, will place the color sergeant opposite

take two points on the ground between himself

and the major.

To march the battalion in retreat.

The battalion being halted, if the chief of

battalion wishes to march it in retreat, he will

command—

1.—Face to the rear.

2 Battalion—About face.

At the second command, the color guard and

the general guides, if they are before the front,

will re-take their places in line of battle; the

color sergeant will step into the rear rank, now

become the front.

3 Battalion forward.

4 March.

At the third command, the color sergeant and

the two corporals of the rear rank of his guard,

will step eight paces to the front, and will be

re-placed by the front rank of that guard ; the

» two general guides will step out on a line with

that file ; the color sergeant
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the rank of the color guard, the covering sergeants

on the line of file closers. The three file closers

nearest the centre of the battalion, will unite

behind the rank of the color guard, so as to serve

as a basis of alignment for the rank of file closers.

The battalion will march in retreat by :he

same principles as by the front rank. The file

closer, who finds himself behind the color ser

geant, will follow exactly in his traces.

If it be a battalion of direction, the color ser

geant will direct himself upon the markers. If it

be a subordinate battalion, he will maintain him

self on the perpendicular line, by means of the

points which he will select upon the ground.

1.—Battalion.

2.—Halt.

3 Face to the front.

4 Battalion—About Face.

At the fourth command, the color rank, the

general guides, and the covering sergeants will

re-take their places in line of battle ; the color

sergeant will step into the front rank.

Change of direction in marching in retreat.

A battalion, marching in line of battle, in

retreat, will change direction by the means indi

cated. When marching by the rear rank, the

three file closers, united in the centre of the bat

talion, will conform themselves to the movement

of the color rank, and will wheel the same as this

rank; the file closer, who finds himself in the

centre, will take the step of fourteen inches and
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mil always maintain himself at the same distance

from the color sergeant.

The rank of file closers, will conform itself

to the movement of the centre.

Passage of obstacle—advancing and retreating.

The companies play to the rear into column, at

full distance. .

Figure No. 21.

1 Third company obstacle.

The company will face to the left in marching,

at the command of its chief ; the two files on the

left, will break promptly to the rear, and the

company will accelerate the step ; the left guide

will place himself at the head of the front rank,

to conduct it, and direct himself parallely with

the company behind which he is to form in col

umn. The company will face to the right in

marching, taking the guide on the right. This

guide will accelerate the step, until the command,

to the step, given by his chief of company, he will

then take the step of the battalion, and will

march in the traces of the chief of company,

behind which he finds himself.
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As soon as the third company will have faced

to the left, the left guide of the second will place

himself on the left of the front rank of his com

pany, and will maintain between it and the right

of the fourth, the necessary interval for the

return of the third into line

Figure No. 22.

o

8

2. — Third company—Forward into line.

The company will form itself into line, by the

principles for the formation of forward into line.

Same principles and inverse means, for execut

ing the passage of an obstacle, before a company

>f the left wing.

If the passage of an obstacle, before several ,

lompanies at one time has to be executed, (for

example : the three companies of the right or the

three companies of the left,) the guides, with the

exception of the one nearest to the battalion, in

marching by the flank, will be careful to incline

towards the battalion.
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Same principles for executing the passage of

an obstacle in marching in retreat, as in march

ing by the front rank.

When the company, of which the color rank

forms a part, has to execute the passage of an

obstacle, the color rank 'will return to its com

pany the moment it faces to the right or to the

left, and as soon as it returns in line, the color

rank will promptly throw itself six paces in front

of the battalion, and will take the step from the

major, who will immediately throw himself twen

ty-five or thirty paces before the color sergeant,

establish himself on the perpendicular, and the

color sergeant will immediately take two points

on the ground between himself and the major.

It has been prescribed, as a general rule, that

the companies of the right wing must execute

the passage of an obstacle, by the left flank, and

those of the left wing, by the right flank; but,

if the obstacle covers, at the same time, several

companies of the centre, each one of those com

panies will ploy behind the company to which it

will be nearest in the wing to which it belongs.
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1.—To the rear by the right flank, pass the defile.

The chief of the first company having com

menced the movement, the right guide, after hav

ing passed the line of file closers by four paces,

and having again turned to the right, will direct

himself towards the left of the battalion, and

when the chief of company will form it by pla

toon into line, this guide, who is at the head of

the column, will direct himself towards the

marker, -who will have been placed at fifteen or

twenty paces from the file closers, at the point

where the companies will have to change direc

tion to enter the defile.

The other companies follow the movement, so

as to be at the proper distance in marching by

the flank, until the formation by platoons ; but

without, however, being constrained to maintain

the step of the company which precedes it.

Same principles and inverse means for passing

a defile by the left flank.

If the defile be too narrow to pass by platoons,

it will be traversed by the flank ; the file closers

will watch that the files close up in marchiDg.

Marching by the flank.

In this march, the sergeant who is at the head

of the battalion, will take points on the ground

to insure the direction, and will be careful to

preserve the length and cadence of the step.

In the march by the right flank, the sergeant

who closes the left of the battalion will place
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himself as a chief of company ; the covering cor

poral behind him as a covering sergeant.

In the march by the left flank, the sergeant

who closes the left of the battalion will place

himself as a covering sergeant, and the corporal

who is behind him will pass into the line of file

closers. The covering sergeant of the first com

pany will place himself on the right of the front

rank man of the first file.

The file closers will watch that the files neither

close nor open their distance, and that they only

insensibly regain it, should they have lost it.

To form the battalion on the right or left by file

into line of battle.

The right or left guide of each company,

(according to the formation,) except the one of

the company who finds himself at the head, will

place himself on the direction of the markers,

opposite the first or last file, the moment that file

arrives on the line.
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Change of front.

Figure No. 24.

1.—Change front, forward on first company.

2.—By company, right-half wheel.

3—Quick—March.

4 Forward.

5.—March.

6.—Guide right.

7.—Guides—Posts.

At the third command, the left guides will
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place themselves on the left of their companies

the instant they can pass.

At the fifth command, the right guide of the

second company will march straight before him,

till the moment his company will have to turn to

the right; the right guide of each of the other

companies will follow the file, which at the

moment the wheeling ceases, he will find before

him in the company which precedes his, and will

march in the traces of that file, until the com

pany of which it forms a part turns to the rigkt

to march towards the line.

Each right guide in turning towards the line,

will direct himself so as to arrive squarely

thereon.

Each company will be halted at three paces

from the line of battle, and at the same in

stant the left guide will place himself upon the

line.

Same principles and inverse means for chang

ing front on eighth or last company.

Same principles for changing front to the rear ;

the guides cross the line of battle so that the

front rank will have passed by three paces.
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Double column at half distance.

Figure No. 25.

1.—Double column at half distance.

2.—Battalion—Inward Face.

3—Quick—March.

The three companies of the right will be con

ducted to take their places in column by the left

guides, and the three left companies by the right

guides.

The left guide of the fifth company will place

himself in the front rank, on the left of the

division, as soon as he can pass.

Each company having entered the column and

faced to the front, each left guide of the right

companies will pass into the line of file closers.

The right guides will be careful to place them

selves correctly on the direction, and to take their

distances, before the chief of division will have

commanded, right dress.

The double column will habitually take the

guide on the right, but it may take it PP t^e Jefy

4
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or on the centre; the divisions will take the

denominations of first, second, third, and fourth

divisions, according to the position which they

occupy in column.

Deployment of the double column faced to the front.

This deployment will be executed by the prin

ciples prescribed for the deployment of column in

mass.

When the double column will be formed into

line of battle, faced to the right or to the left,

the duties of the guides are the same as in the

movements, right or left into line, wheel, and on

the right or on the left into line.

Disposition against cavalry.

Figure No. 26.

3.—Quick—March.

At the moment the last division will halt, the
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file closers of this division, passing by the outer

flank of their companies, will throw themselves

rapidly in front of the front rank, and face to

wards the head of the column.

Figure No. 27.

M

,A i

1.—Form square.

2 Right and left into line—Wheel.

3 Quick—March.

4 Guides—Posts.

At the first command, the lieutenant colonel,

facing to the left guides, and the major, facing to

those of the right, will align them upon the

guides of the fourth division, who will stand

fast, holding up their pieces inverted, perpendic

ularly in front of their bodies ; the right guides,

in placing themselves on the direction, Will take

their exact distances.

At the second command, the color sergeant

will step back into the line of file closers, oppo

site to his place in line of battle, and will be re

placed by the corporal of his file who is in the

rear rank.
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At the third command, the square will ha

formed ; the fourth division having closed up, its

chief will face it about ; the chief of company

who is in the interval, will change places with

the covering sergeant ; the file closers will at the

same moment, close up a pace.

At the fourth command, the guides will enter

the square ; in the companies which have formed

to the right into line of battle, the left guides

will place themselves behind their chief of com

panies, and the covering sergeants will place

themselves as file closers of their companies.

igure No. 28.

1.—Form, column.

2.—Quick—March.

The file closers of the last division will remain

before the front rank.

When a column, disposed for the formation of

the square will be on the march, it will change

direction the same as a column at half distance,

but only by wheelings.

During the march, the right guides will pre

serve, exactly, company distance, the same as the

left guides.
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1.—To march in retreat.

2 Face by the rear rank.

3 Battalion—About Face.

At the second command, the file closers of the

interior divisions will throw themselves, passing

by the outer flank of their respective companies,

behind the front rank, opposite to their places in

line of battle. Those of the other divisions will

stand fast.

At the third command, the guides will step

into the rear rank, now become the front.

When the column will be faced by the front

rank, the guides and file closers will conform to

the principles prescribed above.

To reduce square.

1 Reduce square.

2 Quick—March.

This movement will be executed in the manner

indicated for the formation of column ; but the file

closers of the last division will throw themselves

behind the rear rank at the moment it will face

about ; the color sergeant will re-take his place

in column.

Remarks.

If the column, instead of being at full distance,

as has been supposed, be at half distance at the

command of form square, the file closers of the

last division will throw themselves before the
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front rank. The left and right guides will be

aligned on those of the last division, as has been

said. At the command, right and left into line,

wheel, the color sergeant will step back into the

line of file closers, and will be re-placed by the

corporal of his file who is in the rear rank. At

the command of quick—march, the formation will

be executed after the prescribed principles.

When a column having to form square, will not

have time to form divisions, it will be formed by

the commands and means previously indicated ;

the first and last companies will conform to what

has been prescribed for the first and fourth divis

ions ; the other companies will form by platoons,

to the right and left, into line of battle.

A battalion being in line of battle when it is

desired to form square, whether the column is

formed in simple or double column, the disposi

tions particular to the formation of squares will

be executed. The division which has to take

post in the rear of the column, will take distance

of column closed in mass, and as soon as it will

be halted, the file closers of this division will

throw themselves before the front rank.

The rally.

The battalion being dispersed, when the chief

of battalion wishes to rally it, he will cause the

drums to beat to the color, and will place at the

same time, the colof sergeant and two markers

on the direction which he wants to give to the

battalion.
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The color company will be promptly aligned

against the markers ; each of the other compa

nies will be rallied about six paces in rear of the

post which it will have to occupy in line of bat

tle ; it will afterwards be brought upon the

alignment of the color company and established

thereon, according to prescribed principles.

If the battalion has to be rallied in column,

the chief of the battalion will cause the drums

to beat the assembly : two markers will be

posted before the position to be occupied by the

first company; the chief of this company will

rally it behind the markers, and the chief of

each of the other companies will rally it at pla

toon distance, in rear of the one which has to

precede it in order of column.

Rules for maneuvering by the rear rank.

The battalion being by the front rank, when

the chief of battalion wishes to face it by the

rear rank, he will command,

1.—Face by the rear rank.

2.—Battalion.

3 Abodt Face.

will be executed as has been indicated for the

firings by the rear rank.

If the battalion be in column by companies or

by platoon, the chiefs of companies, to take their

new places in column, will pass by the left flank
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of their companies, and the file closers by the

right flank. The guides will place themselves in

the rear rank, become the front.

If the column be formed by divisions, the

chiefs of divisions will pass through the intervals

which are in the centre of their respective

divisions, and the file closers by the outer flank

of their respective companies; the junior captain

will step into the rear rank, become the front,

and his covering sergeant will step behind him in

the front rank, become the rear.

The companies and divisions will preserve the

same denominations as by the front rank.

The column will be faced to the front, by the

means prescribed above.

If the column be formed by companies or by

platoons, the chiefs of companies, to take their

new places in column, will pass by the left of

companies, become the right ; and the file closers

by the right, become the left.
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INSTRUCTION FOR SKIRMISHERS.

To deploy forward.

The first, second and third sergeants follow tha

movement ; they will be placed on the right, on

the left, and in the centre of the company ; one

of them will be charged with the direction.

The line being formed, these three non-com

missioned officers will throw themselves ten paces

behind the first two files of the right and left,

respectively, and opposite to the centre of the

line.

The reserve will be commanded by the third

lieutenant, who will have with him the fourth

and fifth sergeants. The third . lieutenant will

place himself two paces in front of it, the fourth

sergeant on the left flank, and the fifth sergeant

as file closer.

If no reserve be formed, the third lieutenant,

fourth and fifth sergeants will take their place in

line of battle, abreast with the first, second, and

third sergeants.

To deploy by the right or left flank.

The first three sergeants will place them

selves as has been directed for the deployment

forward ; one of them will be charged with the

direction.
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If the deployment takes place on the centre,

the two sergeants, who are on the right and on

the left of the company, will he charged with

the direction. The right guide will place him

self hy the side of the right file to conduct it,

and the left guide hy the side of the left file.

To march forward and in retreat.

The commands of the captain will be repeated

with the greatest rapidity by the lieutenants, and

if necessary, by the non-commissioned officers.

This rule is general, whether the company

marches by the front or by the flank.

The three sergeants will throw themselves on

the line : the first on the right, the second on the

left, and the third in the centre. They will re

take their places in line of battle, as soon as the

line will be halted.

The non-commissioned officers will scrupulously

observe that order is maintained.

To march by the flank.

The right or the left guide, will place himself

by the side of the man on the right or on the

left, to conduct the line.

The rally and the assembly.

The rally is made in a run ; the assembly in

quick time.
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The rally.

The third lieutenant •will begin the formation

of the reserve, by throwing back a little the two

flanks of the reserve.

The non-commissioned officers will direct the

execution of the movement, and then place them

selves within the circle.

When there will not be time to rally on the

reserve, the rally will be made by platoon on the

ground the most advantageous, behind the line of

skirmishers.

When the rally is made on the battalion, each

platoon and the reserve will unmask the battalion

by directing themselves, in a run, towards tho

nearest flank, and then form in its rear.

To reduce the circle.

The sergeants will pass out ; the third lieuten

ant will align the reserve ; the platoons will form

on its right and left.

Tlie assembly.

The reserve will be formed in the order in

which it was before the deployment; the skir

mishers will assemble npon it, and each will

resume his place in his rank.

Remarks.

In a battalion deployed as skirmishers, each

company will have its reserve; the rally will be
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made upon the same principles as for an isolated

company ; but, instead of forming in circle, they

will form square by two ranks, and by echelon at

thirty paces ; the reserve will form the first front,

the skirmishers who arrive first will form the

lateral front, and the others the fourth front;

the non-commissioned officers will direct the

movement.

When several companies are deployed at one

time, each company will deploy on the principles

prescribed for an isolated company, and will align

itself on the ones already deployed.
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A large Stock of English, French, and American Military
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192 Broadway, New York,

Military and Naval Publications

FROM THE PRESS OF

D. VAN NOSTRAND.

Copies of any of the books on this Catalogue sent FREE

by mail, on receipt of the price.

SCOTT'S MILITARY DICTIONARY.

Comprising Technical Definitions ; Information on Raising

and Keeping Troops ; Actual Service, including make

shifts and improved materiel, and Law, Government,

Regulation, and Administration relating to Land Forces.

By Colonel H. L. Scott, Inspector-General U. S. A. 1

vol., large 8vo, fully illustrated, half morocco. $5.

" We cannot speak too much in legitimate praise of this work."—
National Intelligencer.

" We cordially commend it to public favor."— Washington Globe.

"This comprehensive and skilfully prepared work, supplies a want
that has long been felt, and will be peculiarly valuable at this time
as a book of reference.'"—BostoW Commercial Bulletin.

"The Military Dictionary is splendidly got up in every way, and
reflects credit on the publisher. The officers of every company in
the service should possess it,"—N, Y. Tablet.

"The work is more properly a Military Encyclopaedia, and is pro

fusely illustrated with engravings. It appears to contain every thing
that can be wanted in the shape of information by officers of all
grades."—Philadelphia North American.

"This book is really an Encyclopaedia, both elementary and tech
nical, and as such occupies a gap in military literature which has
long been most inconveniently vacant. This book meets a present
popular want, and will be secured not only by those embarking in
the profession, but by a great number of civilians, who are deter
mined to follow the descriptions, and to understand the philosophy
of the various movements of the campaign. Indeed, no tolerably
good library would be complete without the work."—N. T. Times.



[By authority.']

CASEY'S

NEW INFANTRY TACTICS,

For the Instruction, Exercise, and Manoeuvres of the Sol

dier, a Company, Line of Skirmishers, Battalion, Bri

gade, or Corps d'Armee. By Brig.-Gen. Silas Casey,

U. S. A. 3 vols. 24mo. Lithographed plates. $2 50.

Vol. I.—School of the Soldier ; School of the Company ;

Instruction for Skirmishers.

Vol. II.—School of the Battalion.

Vol. III.—Evolutions of a Brigade ; Evolutions of a

Corps d'Armee.

Wab Department, Washington, August 11, 1862.

The System of Infantry Tactics prepared by Brig.-Gen. Silas
Casey, U. S. A., having been approved by the President, is adopted
for the instruction of the Infantry of the Armies of the United
States, whether llegular, Volunteer, or Militia, with the following
modifications, viz. :

First, That portion which requires that two companies shall b*
permanently detached from the battalion as skirmishers, will be
suspended.

Second, In Title First, Article First, the following will be substi
tuted for Paragraph 6. viz. :
"A regiment is composed of ten companies, which will be habit

ually posted from right to left in the following order; first, sixth,
fourth, ninth, third, eighth, fifth, tenth, seventh, second, according
to the rank of Captain? EDWIN M. STANTON,

Secretary of War.

A

Treatise on the Camp and March.

With which is connected the Construction of Field Works

and Military Bridges; with an Appendix of Artillery

Ranges, &c. For the use of Volunteers and Militia in

the United States. By CaptWn Henry D. Gbajton, U.

S. A. 1 vol. 12mo, cloth. 75 cents.



LIEBER ON GUERILLA PARTIES.

Guerilla Parties considered with reference to the Laws and

Usages of War. Written at the request of Major-Gen.

Henry W. Halleck, General-in-Chief of the Army of

the United States. By Francis Lieber. 12mo, paper.

25 cents. Headquarters of the Army, I

Washington, Aug. 6, 1862. J

Db. Francis Libber:My Dear Doctor—Having heard that you have given much atten
tion to the usages and customs of war as practised in the present
age, and especially to the matter of guerilla war, I hope you may
find it convenient to give to the public your views on that subject.
The rebel authorities claim the right to send men, in the garb of
peaceful citizens, to waylay and attack our troops, to burn bridges
mnd houses, and to destroy property and persons within our lines.
They demand that such persons be treated as ordinary belligerents,
and that when captured they have extended to them the same rights
as other prisoners of war. "They also threaten that if such persons
be punished as marauders and spies, they will retaliate by executing

our prisoners of war in their possession.
I particularly request your views on these questions.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, Qeneral-in-ChUf U.S. A.

HAND-BOOK OF ARTILLERY,

For the Service of the United States Army and Militia.

New and revised edition. By Major Joseph Koberts,.

U. S. A. 1 vol. 18mo, cloth flexible. 15 cents.

The following is an extract from a Keport made by the committee
appointed at ameeting of the staff of the Artillery School at Fort
lionroe, Va., to whom the commanding officer of the school had re

ferred this J™*^ inion of your Committee, the arrangement of

the subiects and the selection of the several questions and answers
have been judicious. The work is one which may be advantageously
used for reference by the officers, and is admirably adapted totna
Instruction of non-commissioned officers and privates of Artillery

« Your Committee do, therefore, recommend that it be substituted
as a text-book■ in place of ' Burns' Questions and Answers on Ar-

'"(SiJned.) I VOGDE9. Copt. 1st Artillery.
(Si-ned,) E. O. C. ORDMib*. Sd Artillery.



The Political and military History

OF THE

CAMPAIGN OF WATERLOO.

Translated from the French of General Baron de Jomini.

By Capt. S. V. Bknet, U. S. Ordnance. 1 vol. 12mo,

cloth, second edition. 75 cents.

H Baron Jomini has the reputation of being one of the greatest mil

itary historians and critics of the century. His merits have been
recognized by the highest military authorities in Europe, and were
rewarded in a conspicuous manner by the greatest military power in
Christendom. He learned the art of war in the school of experience,
the best and only finishing school of the soldier. He served wittt
distinction in nearly all the campaigns of Napoleon, and it was
mainly from the gigantic military operations of this matchless master
of the art that he was enabled to discover its true principles, and to
ascertain the best means of their application in the infinity of com
binations which actual war presents. Jomini criticizes the details
of Waterloo with great scieiice, and yet in a manner that interests
the general reader as well as the professional."—Mew York World.

"The present volume is the concluding portion of his great work,
* Vie Politique et Militaire de Napoleon/ published in 1826. Capt
Benet's translation of it has been for some time before the public,
and has now reached a second edition ; it is very ably executed, and.
forms a work which will always be interesting, and especially so at
a time when military affairs are uppermost in the public mind.*—
Philadelphia North American,

•maxims and Instructions on the

Jirt of War.

Maxima, Advice, and Instructions on the Art of War ; or,

A Practical Military Guide for the use of Soldiers of all

Arms and of all Countries. Translated from the

French by Captain Lendy, Director of the Practical

Military College, late of the French Staff, &c., &c. 1

vol. 18mo, cloth. 75 cents.

" A book of maxims, that is not as dry as a cask of ' remainder bis
cuit,' is a novelty in literature. The little volume before us is an
exception to the general rule. It presents the suggestion of common
sense in military affairs, with a certain brilliancy and point. On©
may read it purely or entertainment, and not be disappointed. At
the same time, it is full of practical instructions of great value.
When found in the pocket of an officer of volunteers, it will be the
Tight book in the right place."—N. Y. Tribune.



J\"olan,s System for Training

Cavalry Horses.

By Kennee Garrard, Captain Fifth Cavalry, U. S. A. 1

vol. 12mo, cloth. Twenty-four lithographed plates.

$1 50.

* * * " We are glad when competent men bring forward works
that are intended to facilitate the formation of an effective cavalry
force. Of this class is - Nolan's System for Training Cavalry Horses,'
prepared for use in this country, by Captain Kc nner Garrard, U. B.
A. Captain Nolan was distinguished in the British service for his
knowledge of the cavalry arm, and for his general talents. As the
work had become out of print, Captain Garrard has done well in
reproducing it; he has added to it a chapter on Rarey's Method of
Training Horses, and another on Horse Shoeing. The volume la
well illustrated. it cannot be too warmly commended to general
use."—Boston Daily Evening Traveller.

"It explains a perfectly successful method of gaining the mastery
over the most refrnctory horse, and is no less adapted for the nse of
the rider for exercise, business, or pleasure, than of the cavalry offi
cer. By the plan of the author, the time of training is greatly short
ened ; the progress is so gradual that it never makes the horse n-
amiable, and the successive lessons tend to the development of
mutual iove and admiration between the parties."—^". Y. 'fribwnt.

Monroe's Company Drill.

The Company Drill of the Infantry of the Line, together

with the Skirmishing Drill of the Company and Bat

talion, after the method of Gen. Le Louterel. And

Bayonet Fencing. By Col. J. Monroe, 22d Eegt. N.

Y. S. M. 24mo, cloth. 50 cents.

CAVALRY:

ITS HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, AND USES

IN WAR.

By J. Eoemer, late an Officer of Cavalry in the service of

the Netherlands. 1 vol. 8vo. With over two hundred

beautifully engraved illustrations. In press.



Journals of Operations of the Artillery and Engineers.

Published by permission of the Minister of War. Illus

trated by maps and plans. Translated from the French

by an Army Officer. 1 vol. 12mo, cloth. 75 cents.

European Ordnance and Iron-Clad

Defenses,

With some account of the American Practice, embracing

the Fabrication and Test of Heavy Guns ; Projectiles

and Rifling ; the Manufacture and Test of Armor, from

official data, with a detailed account of English experi

ments ; the principles, structure, and classification of

Iron-Clad Vessels ; Marine Steam Machinery, &c. By

Alex. L. Hollet, B. P., author of "American and

European Railway Practice," &c. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth.

With 250 illustrations. In press.

HOLLEY'S RAILWAY PRACTICE.

American and European Railway Practice, in the Economi

cal Generation of Steam, including the materials and

construction of Coal-burning Boilers, Combustion, the

Variable Blast, Vaporization, Circulation, Superheat

ing, Supplying and Heating Feed-water, &c, and the

adaptation of Wood and Coke-burning Engines to Coal-

burning ; and in Permanent Way, including Road-bed,

Sleepers, Rails, Joint Fastenings, Street Railways, &c.,

&c. By Alexander L. Hollet, B. P. With 11 litho

graphed plates. 1 vol. folio, cloth. $10.



ELEMENTS OF

military Art and History.

Comprising the History of the Tactica of the separate

Arms, the Combination of the Arms, and the minor

operations of war. By Edward de la Babre Duparcq,

Captain of Engineers, and Professor of the Military Art

in the Imperial School of Saint Cyr. Translated by

Brig.-Gen. George W. Cullum, U. S. A., Chief of the

Staff of Major-General H. W. Halleck, V. S. A. 1 toI.

8vo, cloth. $4.

BENET'S MILITARY LAW.

A Treatise on Military Law and the Practice of Courts-

Martial. By Capt. S. V. Benbt, Ordnance Department,

XJ. S. A., late Assistant Professor of Ethics, Law, &c.,

Military Academy, West Point. Adopted as the Text-

Book at the Military Academy, West Point. 1 vol.

8vo, law sheep. $3.

Judge Advocate General's Office, I
October 13, 1862. f

* * * So far as I bare been enabled to examine this volume, it
seems to me carefully and accurately prepared, and I am satisfied
that you have rendered an acceptable service to the army and the
country by its publication at this moment. In consequenoe of the
gigantic proportions so suddenly assumed by the military operations
of the Government, there have been necessarily called into the field,
from civil life, a vast number of officers, unacquainted from their
previous studies and pursuits, both with the principles of military
law and with the course of judicial proceedlugs under it To all
such, this treatise will prove an easily accessible storehouse of
knowledge, which it is equally the duty of the soldier in command
to acquire, as it is to learn to draw his sword against the common
enemy. The military spirit of our people now being thoroughly
aroused, added to a growing conviction that in future we may have
to depend quite as much upon the bayonet as upon the ballot box for
the preservation of our institutions, cannot fail to secure to this work
an extended and earnest appreciation. In bringing the results of
legislation and of decisions upon the questions down to so recent a
period, the author has added greatly to tho interest and usefulness
of the volume. Very respectfully, your obedient servant,



THE

AUTOMATON REGIMENT,

OB

Infantry Soldiers' Practical Instructor.

For all REGIMENTAL MOVEMENTS IN THE FIELD.

By G. Douolas Brewerton, U. 8. Army. Neatly put

up in boxes, price $1 ; when sent by mail, $1 40.

#
The " Automaton Regiment " is a simple combination of blocks

and counters, so arranged and desiffnated by a carefully considered
contrast of colors, that it supplies the student with a perfect minia
ture regiment, in which the position in the battalion of each compa
ny, and of every officer and man in each division, company, platoon
and section, is clearly indicated. It supplies the studious soldier
with the means whereby he can consult his " tactics," and at the
same time join practice to theory by manoeuvring a mimic regiment

Headquarters. Military Governor, )
Department of the South, v

Beaufort, South Carolina, Oct 21st, 1862. )

I hereby certify -that I have examined the " Automaton Regi
ment" invented by Q. Douglas Brewerton, late of the U. S. Regular
Army, and now serving as a Volunteer Aid upon my military start;
and believe that his invention will prove a useful and valuablo assist
ant to every student of military tactics. I take pleasure in recom
mending It accordingly. R. 8AXTON,

Srig.-General Volunteer).

A System of Target Practice.

For the use of Troops when armed with the Musket, Rifle-

Musket, Rifle, or Carbine. Prepared, principally from

the French, by Captain Henry Heth, 10th Infantry, U.

S. A. 50 cents.

"War Department, Washington, March 1st, 1858.
" The * System of Target Practice,' prepared under direction of the

War Department, by Captain Henry Heth, 10th Infantry, having
been approved, is adopted for the instruction of troops when armed
with the musket, rifle-musket rifle or carbine."

1*



THE

AUTOMATON COMPANY;

OR,

Infantry Soldiers' Practical Instructor.

For all COMPANY MOVEMENTS IN THE FIELD. By

G. Douglas Brewerton, U. S. A. Price in boxes, $1 25;

when sent by mail, $1 95.

THE

AUTOMATON BATTERY;

OR,

Artillerists' Practical Instructor.

For all MOUNTED ARTILLERY MANOEUVRES IN THE

FIELD. By G. Douolas Brewerton, U. 3. A. Price in

boxes, $1 ; when sent by mail, $1 40.

UNION FOUNDATIONS.

A Study of American Nationality, as a Fact of Science. By

Capt. E. B. Huot, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A. 1 vol.,

8vo., cloth.

MODELS OF FORTIFICATIONS.

VAUEAFS HEST SYSTEM.

One Front and two Bastions—Scale, 20 yards to an inch.

THE MODEEN SYSTEM,

One Front—Scale, 20 yards to an inch.

riELD-WOEKS.

The Square Redoubt—Scale, 6 yards to an inch.

Kr. Kimber's three volumes, viz., Vauban's First System, The
Modern System, and Field-Works, will accompany the models.

Price for the Set of Three, with books, $60.



Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery*

A Course of Instruction in Ordnance and Gunnery, com

piled for the use of the Cadets of the United States

Military Academy. By Capt. J. G. Benton, Ordnance

Department, late Instructor of Ordnance and Gunnery,

Military Academy, West Point. Principal Assistant to

Chief of Ordnance, U. S. A. Second edition, revised

and enlarged. 1 vol. 8vo, half morocco, cuts. $4.

•We cannot command this work too highly, both for the substance

It contains, and the highly finished manner in which it has been is
sued ly the publisher. There is no one book within the range of
our military reading and study, that contains more to recommend it
upon the subject of which it treats. It is as full and complete as the
narrow compass of a single volume would admit, and the reputation
of the author as a scientific and practical artillerist, is a sufficient
guarantee for the correctness of his statements and deductions, and
the thoroughness of his labors."—jy. Y, Observer.

"A Grkat Military Work.—We have before us a bound vol
ume of nearly COO pages, which is a complete and exhaustive ' Course
of Instruction in Ordnance and Gunnery,' as its title states, and goes
into every department of the science, including gunpowder, projec
tiles, cannon, carriages, machines and implements, small arms, py-
rotechny, science of gunnery, loading, pointing and discharging fire
arms, different kinds of fires, effects of projectiles and employment
of artillery. These severally form chapter heads, and give thorough
information on the subjects on which they treat The most valuable
and interesting information on all the above topics, including the
history, manufacture, and use of small arms, is hero concentrated in
compact and convenient form, making a work of rare merit and
standard excellence. The work is abundantly and clearly illustra
ted."—Boston Traveller.

SIEGE AND REDUCTION OF

Fort Pulaski, Georgia.

Papers on Practical Engineering. No. 8. Official Report

to the V. S. Engineer Department of the Siege and Re

duction of Fort Pulaski, Ga., February, March, and

April, 1862. By Brig.-General Q. A. Gillmoke, U. S.

A. Illustrated by Maps and Views. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth.

$2 50.



SWORD-PLAY.

THE MILITIAMAN'S MANUALAND SWORD-

FLAT WITHOUT A MASTER.

Rapier and Broad-Sword Exercises copiously Explained

and Illustrated ; Small-Arm Light Infantry Drill of the

United States Army ; Infantry Manual of Percussion

Muskets ; Company Drill of the United States Cavalry.

By Major M. W. Berriman, engaged for the last thirty

years in the practical instruction of Military Students.

Second edition. 1 vol. 12mo, red cloth. $1.

*' Captain Berriman has had thirty years' experience in teaching
military students, and his work is written in a simple, clear, and sol
dierly style. It is illustrated with twelvo plates, and is one of the
cheapest and most complete works of the kind published In this

country."—JV'. Y. World.

"This work -will be found very valuable to all persons seeking
military instruction; but it recommends itself most especially to
officers, and those who have to use the sword or sabre. We believe
it is the only work on the use of the sword published in this coun
try."—jr. Y. Tablet.

•Manual for Engineer Troops.

Consisting of—

Part I. Ponton Drill.

II. Practical Operations of a Siege.

III. School of the Sap.

IV. Military Mining.

V. Construction of Batteries.

By Captain J. C. Duane, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A. 1

vol. 12mo, half morocco, with plates. $2.

" I have carefully examined Capt. J. C. Duane's 4 Manual for En.
gineer Troops,' and do not hesitate to pronounce it the very best
work on the subject of which it treats."

H. W. HALLECK, Major-General, U. S. A.
" A work of this kind has been much needed in our military lit

erature. For the army's sake, I hope the book will have a wide
circulation among its officers."

G. B. McCLELLAN, Major-General, U. S. A.

, As i



THE ARTILLERIST'S MANUAL.

Compiled from various sources, and adapted to the service

of the United States. Profusely illustrated with wood

cuts and engravings on stone. Second edition, revised

and corrected, with valuable additions. In press. By-

Gen. John Gibbon, U. S. A. 1 vol. 8vo, half roan, $5 ;

half russia, $6.

AMERICAN MILITARY BRIDGES,

With India-Rubber and Galvanized Iron Pontons and

Trestle Supporters, prepared for the use of the Armies

of the United States. By Brig. -Gen. Geo. W. Cdllum,

Major Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., Chief of the Staff

of Major-Gen. Halleck. Second edition, with notes and

two additional chapters. 1 vol. 8vo, with plates. In

press.

JYeiv Bayonet Exercise.

A New Manual of the Bayonet, for the Army and Militia

of the United States. By Colonel J. C. Kelton, U. S.

A With thirty beautifully-engraved plates. Red

cloth. $1 15.

This Manual was prepared for the use of the Corps of Cadets,
and has been introduced at the Military Academy with satisfactory
results. It is simply the theory of the attack and dofenco of the
sword applied to the bayonet, on the authority of men skilled in the
use of arms.
The Manual contains practical lessons in Fencing, and prescribes

the defence against Cavalry, and tho manner of conducting a contest
with a Swordsman.

"This work merits a favorable reception at the hands of all mil
itary men. It contains all the instruction necessary to enable an
officer to drill his men in the use of this weapon. The introduction
of tho sabre bayonet in our army. renders a knowledge of the eser-
clso more imperative."—N. Y. Timet.



THE "C. S. A."

AND THE

BATTLE OF BULL RUN.

(A Letter to an English Friend.) By J. G. Barnard, Major

of Engineers, U. S. A., Brigadier-General, and Chief

Engineer, Army of the Potomac. With five maps. 1

vol. 8vo, cloth. $1 50.

"This book was begun by the author as a letter to a friend in
England, but as he proceeded and his MSS. increased in magnitude,
he changed bis original plan, and the book is the result. General
Barnard gives by far the best, most comprehensible and complete
account of the Battle of Bull Run we have seen. It is illustrated by
some beautifully drawn maps, prepared for the War Department by
the topographical engineers. He demonstrates to a certainty that
but for the causeless panic the day might not have been lost. The
author writes with vigor and earnestness, and has*eontributed one
of the most valuable records yet published of the history of the
war."—Boston. Commercial Bulletin.

** A spirited and reliable view of the true character of the secession
movement, and a correct account of the Battle of Bull Run, by a
military man whose qualifications for the task are equalled but by
few persons."—Cincinnati Gazette.

"The work is clearly written, and can but leave the impression
upon every reader's mind that it is truth. We commend it to the
perusal of every one who wants an intelligent, truthful, and graphic
description of the 'C. 8. A.' and the Battle of Bull Run. —New
York Observer.

Rhymed Tactics, by " Gov."

1 vol. 18mo, paper. With portraits. 25 cents.

" It will strike the military man, familiar with the tedious routine
of drill, by theory, practice and memory, as a most unique and val
uable method of strengthening the latter, with the least mental ex-
ertioo. The author is a thorough soldier, and his ability as a rhyme*
ster will be conceded by any intelligent reader."—-iV. Y. Leader.

"Our author deserves great credit for the ingenuity he has dis
played in putting into verse a manual which would at first glance
seem to defy the most persistent efforts of the rhymer. The book
contains a number of illustrations, representing some of the more
difficult positions, in the figures of which, portraits of several promi
nent officers of the New York Volunteers may be recognized."—
tf. Y. Times.



Rifles and Rifle Practice.

An Elementary Treatise on the Theory of Rifle Firing ; ex

plaining the causes of Inaccuracy of Firing, and the

manner of correcting it ; with descriptions of the in

fantry Kifles of Europe and the United States, their

Balls and Cartridges. By Capt. C. M. Wilcox, U. S.

A. New edition, with engravings and cuts. Green

cloth. $1 "75.

Adjutant-General's Office, )
Washington, June 28th, 1859. f

Sir:—I am instructed to inform you that the War Department
will take one thousand copies of Wilcox's Treatise on "Eifles and
Eifle Practice," now being published by you.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant- General.

D. Van Nostrand, Esq.,
Publisher, city of New York.

" The book wilt be found intensely interesting to all who are watch
ing the changes in t he art of war arising from the introduction of the
new rifled arms. We recommend to our readers to buy the book."—
Military Gazette.

"This book is quite original in its character. That character ia
completeness. It renders a study of most of the works on the rifle
that have been published quite unnecessary. We cordially recom
mend the book."— United Service Gazette, London.

SCHOOL OF THE GUIDES.

Designed for the use of the Militia of the United States.

Flexible cloth. 50 cents.

"The work is carefully got up, and is illustrated by numerous
figures, which make the positions of the guides plain to the com
monest understanding. Those of our sergeants who wish to be
'posted ' in their duties should procure acopy."—Sunday Mercury,
Philadelphia.

"It has received high praise, and will prove of great service in
perfecting the drill of our Militia."—JV. American and U. S. Gazette,
Philadelphia.

"This neat hand-book of the elementary movements on which the
art of the tactician is based, reflects great credit on Col. Le Gal,
whose reputation is deservedly high among military men. No sol
dier should be without the ' School of the Guides,' "—N. Y. Daily
News.



Army Officer's Pocket Companion.

Principally designed for Staff Officers in the Field. Partly

translated from the French of M. de Rouvre, Lieu

tenant-Colonel of tho French Staff Corps, with additions

from Standard American, French, and English Authori

ties. By Wm. P. Craighili., First Lieutenant TJ. S.

Corps of Engineers, Assistant Professor of Engineering

at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point. 1 vol.

18mo. Full roan. $1 50.

* I have carefully examined Capt. CRAiGHtix's Pocket Companion.
I find it one of the very best works of the kind I have ever seen.
Any Army or Volunteer Officer who will make himself acquainted
with tho contents of this little book, will seldom be ignorant of bia
duties in camp or field."

H. W. HALLECK,
Major-General U. 8. A.

" I have carefully examined the 1 Manual for Staff Officers in ths
Field/ It is a most invaluable work, admirable in arrangement,
perspicuously written, abounding in most useful matters, and such a
book as should be the constant pocket companion of every army
officer, Regular and Volunteer."

6. W. CULLTJM,
Brigadier-General U. S.

Chiefof General Halleck^e Staff.

Halleck's International Law.

International Law ; or, Rules Regulating the Intercourse

of States in Peace and War. By Major-Gen. H. W.

Hallec'k, Commanding the Army. 1 vol. 8vo, law

sheep. $6.

DICTIONARY OP ALL OFFICERS IN THE

UNITED STATES ARMY,

From 1789 to January 1st, 1853, and of the Navy and

Marine Corps. Second edition, with a Supplement,

bringing it down to January 1, 1860. By Col. Cms.

E. Gardner. 1 vol. 12mo, cloth. $3.



TEXAS,

AND ITS LATE MILITARY OCCUPATION

AND EVACUATION.

By Capt. Edwin D. Phillips, 1st Infantry, TJ. S. A. 8vo,

paper. 25 cents.

OFFICIAL ARMY REGISTER FOR 1862.

New edition. 8vo, paper. 50 cents.

JYantical Routine and Stowage.

With Short Rules in Navigation. By John McLeod Mur-

pht and Wm. N. Jeffers, Jr., U. S. N. 1 voL 8vo,

cloth. $2 50.

Mordecai's Report.

Military Commission to Europe in 1855 and 1856. Report

of Major Alfred Mordecai, U. S. Ordnance Depart

ment. 1 vol. folio. With views and maps. $2 50.

Delafield's Report.

Report on the Art of War in Europe in 1854, 1855, and

1856. By Col. R. Delafield, Corps of Engineers, TJ.

S. A. 1 vol. folio, cloth. With maps and views. $5.

HINTS TO COMPANY OFFICERS.

By Capt. C. C. Andrews, 3d Regt. Minnesota Vols. 1 vol.

18mo, cloth. 60 cents.



Hand-Book for Active Service, containing Practical In

structions in Campaign Duties. For the use of Volun

teers. By Brig.-Gen. Egbert L. Viele, U. S. A. 12mo,

cloth. $1.

Gunnery in 1858.

A Treatise on Rifles, Cannon, and Sporting Arms. By

Wh. Gbeener, C. E. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth. $3.

Manual of Heavy Artillery.

For the use of Volunteers. 1 vol. 12rao, red cloth. 75

cents.

" Should be in the hands of every Artillerist"—K T. Illustrated

News.

"This is a concise and well-prepared Manual, adapted to the wants
of Volunteers. The instruction, which is of an important nature, is
presented in a simple and clear style, such as will be easily under
stood. The volume is also illustrated with explanatory cuts and
drawings. It is a work of practical value, and cne needed at the
present time in the service."—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

" An indispensable Manual for all who wish easily and accurately
t» learn the school of the Artillerist."—N. Y. Commercial Adver

tiser.

AUSTRIAN INFANTRY TACTICS.

Evolutions of the Line as practised by the Austrian In

fantry, and adopted in 1853. Translated by Capt. C.

M. Wilcox, Seventh Regiment TJ. S. Infantry. 1 vol.

12mo. Three large plates. Cloth. $1.

NEW MANUAL OF SWORD AND SABRE

EXERCISE.

By Colonel J. C. Kelton, TJ. S. A. Thirty plates. In presi.



G-unnery Instructions.

Simplified for the Volunteer Officers of the U. S. Navy,

with hints to Executive and other Officers. By Lieut.-

Commander Edward Barrett, XT. S. N,, Instructor in

Gunnery, Navy Yard, Brooklyn. Second edition, re

vised and enlarged. 1 vol. 12mo, cloth. $1 25.

" It is a thorough work, treating plainly on its subject, and con
tains also some valuable hints to executive officers. No officer in
the volunteer navy should be without a copy."—Boston Evening
Traveller.

"This work, which Is appropriately dedicated to the Acting Mas
ters and Masters' Mates of the United States Navy, contains detailed
and specific instructions on all points connected with the use and
management of guns of every kind in the naval service. It has rail
illustrations, ana many of these of the most elementary character,
especially designed for tho use of volunteers in the navy. The du
ties of executive officers and of the division officers are so clearly set
forth, that 'he who runs may read' and understand. The manual
exercise is explicit, and rendered simple by diagrams. Forms of
watch and quarter bills are given ; and at the close there is a table
of ranges according to the kind and caliber of gun, the weight of the
ball and the charge of powder. A valuable little hand-book.''—Phil
adelphia Inquirer.

" I have looked through Lieut Barrett's book, and think it will
be very valuable to the volunteer officers who are now in the naval
service." C. R. P. RODGERS,

Commanding U. S. Steam Fi~igate Wabatsh.

ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTION IN NAVAL

ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY.

By James H. Ward, Commander U. S. N., Author of

" Naval Tactics," and " Steam for the Million." New

edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo, cloth. $2.

"It conveys an amount of information in the same space to be
found nowhere else, and given with a clearness which renders it
useful as well to the general as the professional inquirer."—W. 7.
Evening Post.
"This volume is a standard treatise upon the subject to which it

is devoted. It abounds in valuable information upon all the points
bearing upon Naval Gunnery."—IT. Y. Commercial Advertiser.

** The work is an exceedingly valuable one, and is opportunely
issued."—Boston Journal.



SCREW PROPULSION.

Notes on Screw Propulsion, its Rise and History. By

Capt. W. H. Walker, U. S. N. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth. 75

cents.

* * * "After thoroughly demonstrating the efficiency of the'
screw, Mr. "Walker proceeds to point out the various other points to
be attended to in order to secure an efficient man-of-war, and
eulogizes throughout the readiness of the British Admiralty to test
every novelty calculated to give satisfactory results. * * * Com
mander "Walker's book contains an immense amount of concise,
practical data, and every item of information recorded,.fully proves
that the various points bearing upon it have been well considered
previously to expressing an opinion."—London Mining Journal.

"Every engineer should have it in his library.''—American En
gineer.

Ji Treatise on Ordnance and

Naval Gunnery.

Compiled and arranged as a Text-Book for the XL S. Naval

Academy. By Lieut.-Commander Edward Simpson,

tJ. S. N. Second edition, revised and enlarged. 1 vol.

8vo, plates and cuts, half morocco. $4.

Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography, )
July 9th, 1869. f

Sir:—* * * The Secretary of the Navy approves of the use of
this work as a text-book for the Academy. * * *

Respectfully, your obedient servant,
f>. N. INGKAHAM, ChiefofBureau.

Capt. G. S. Blake,
Superintendent of Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.

" It is scarcely necessary for ns to say that a work prepared by a
writer so practically conversant with all the subjects of which he
treats, and who has such a reputation for scientific ability, cannot
fail to take at once a high place among the text-books of our naval
service. It hes been approved by the Secretary of the Navy, and
will henceforth be one of the standard authorities on all matters
connected with Naval Gunnery."—2T. Y. Herald.

" Originally designed as a text-book, it is now enlarged, and so far
modified in its plan as to make it an invaluable hand-book for tho
naval officer. It is comprehensive—preserving the cream of many
of the best books on ordnance and naval gunnery, and is printed and
illustrated in tho most admirable manner."—iV. Y. World.



Notes on Sea-Coast Defence,

Consisting of Sea-Coast Fortification; the Fifteen-Inch

Gun, and Casemate Embrasures. By Gen. J. G. Bar

nard, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A. 1 voL 8vo, cloth,

plates. $1 SO.

"This small volume, by one of the most accomplished officers in
the United States service, is especially valuable at this time. Con
cisely and thoroughly Major Barnard discusses the subjects included
in this volume, and gives information that will be read with great
Srofit by military men, and by all interested in tho art of war as a

ofensive force."—N. Y. Commercial.

" It is no light compliment when we say that Major Barnard's
book does no discredit to the corps to which he belongs. He writes
concisely, and with a thorough knowledge of his subject."—Russeltt

Army and Navy Gazette.

STEAM FOR THE MILLION.

A Popular Treatise on Steam and its Application to the

Useful Arts, especially to Navigation. By J. H. Ward,

Commander, TT. S. N. New and revised edition. 1 vol.

8vo, cloth. *1.

"A most excellent work for the young engineer and general
reader. Many facts relating to the management of the boiler and
engine are set forth with a simplicity of language, and perfection of
detail, that brings tho subject homo to the reader. Mr. Ward is also
peculiarly happy in his Illustrations."—American Engineer.

STANDING ORDERS OF THE SEVENTH

REGIMENT, NATIONAL GUARD.

For the Regulation and Government of the Regiment ra

the Field or in Quarters. By A. Duryek, Colonel.

New edition. Flexible cloth. 40 cents.

" This, which is a new edition of a popular work, cannot fail to be
eagerly sought after, as presenting clearly and succinctly the prin
ciples of organization and discipline of a most favorito corps. An ap
propriate index facilitates reference to the matter of the volume."—



HISTORY

Of THE

United States Naval Academy,

With Biographical Sketches, and the names of all the

Superintendents, Professors, and Graduates, to which

is added a Record of some of the earliest Votes by Con

gress, of Thanks, Medals, and Swords to Naval Officers.

By Edward Chauncey Marshall, A. M. 1 vol. 12mo,

cloth, plates. $1.

"The book before us affords a good account of the naval school
from its first establishment under the auspices of Secretary Bancroft,
with full statements of the regulations, requisites for admission,
course of study, etc. It is a seasonable and useful contribution to
the history of education in this country."—JK Y. Independent.

"This is a most welcome volume. All that throws light on the
history of our army and navy, now needs study ; and the Naval
A_cademy, though really so recent, well deserves a history. Mr.
Marshall has depicted, in clear and graphic language, the vain strug
gle for years to give our navy, what the navy of every nation has,
an academy to form the young officers for their important duties.''—
If. Y. Historical Magazine,

"Every naval man will find it not only a pleasant companion, but
an invaluable book of reference. It is seldom that so much informa
tion is made accessible in so agreeable a manner in so small a
space,"—N. Y. Times.

TOTTEFS NAYAL TEXT-BOOK.

Naval Text-Book and Dictionary, compiled for the use of

the Midshipmen of the U. S. Navy. By Commander B.

J. Totten, U. S. N. Second and revised edition. 1

vol. 12mo. $2 50.

"This work is prepared for the Midshipmen of the United States
Navy. It is a complete manual of instructions as to the duties
which pertain to their office, and appears to have been prepared with
great care, avoiding errors and inaccuracies which hud crept into a
former edition of the work, and embracing valuable additional mat
ter. It is a book which should bo in the hands of every midshipman,
and officers of high rank in the navy would often find it a useful
companion."—Boston Journal.



Lessons and Practical JYotes era

Steam*)

The Steam Engine, Propellers, &c., &c., for Young Marine

Engineers, Students, and others. By the late W. K.

King, U. S. N. Revised by Chief-Engineer J. W. King,

17. S. N. Third edition, enlarged. 8vo, cloth. $1 50.

" This Is a new edition of a valuable work of the late W. K. King,
TT. S. N. It contains lessons and practical notes on Steam and the
Steam Engine, Propellers, &c It is calculated to be of great use to
young marine engineers, students, and others. The text is illustra
ted and explained by numerous diagrams and representations of
machinery. This new edition has been revised and enlarged by
Chief Engineer J. W. King, U. S. N., brother to the deceased author
of the work."—Boston Daily Advertiser.

" This is one of the best, because eminently plain and practical,
treatises on the Steam Engine ever published."—Philadelphia
Press.

" Its re-publication at this time, when so many young men are
entering the service as naval engineers, is most opportune. Each
of them ought to have a copy."—Philadelphia Evening Bulletin*

MANUAL OF INTERNAL RULES AND

REGULATIONS FOR MEN-OF-WAR.

By Commodore U. P. Levy, U. S. N., late Flag-Officer

commanding U. S. Naval Force in the Mediterranean,

&c. Third edition, revised and enlarged. With Rules

and Regulations for the Engineer Department. By A.

C. Stimers, Chief-Engineer TT. S. N. Flexible blue

cloth. 50 cents.

"Among the professional publications for which we are Indebted
to the war, we willingly give a prominent place to this useful little
Manual of Rules and Regulations to be observed on board of ships
of war. Its authorship is a sufficient guarantee for its accuracy and
practical value ; and as a guide to young officers In providing for the
discipline, police, and sanitary government of the vessels under their
command, we know of nothing superior."—If. Y. Herald.

" Should be in the hands of every naval officer, of whatever grade,
and will not come amiss to any intelligent mariner."—Boston Trav
eller. •

" A work which will prove of great utility, In both the naval ser
vice and the mercantile marine,"—Baltimore American.



NAVAL LIGHT AETILLERT.

Instruction for Naval Light Artillery, afloat and ashore,

prepared and arranged for the U. S. Naval Academy.

By Lieut. W. H. Parker, U. S. N. Second edition,

revised by Lieut. S. B. Lpce, U. S. N., Assistant In-

| structor of Gunnery and Tactics at the United States

Naval Academy. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth, with 22 plates.

$1 50.

"The service for which this is the text-book of instruction, is of
special importance in the present war. The use of light boat-pieces
is constant and important, and young officers are frequently obliged
to leave their boats, take their pieces ashore, and manoeuvre them
as field artillery. Not unfrequently, also, they are incorporated,
when ashore, with troops, and must handle their guns like the artil
lery soldiers of a battery. 'The Exorcise of the Howitzer Afloat '
was prepared and arranged by Captain Dahlgren, whose name gives
additional sanction and value to the book. A Manual for the Sword
and Pistol is also given. The plates are numerous and exceedingly
clear, and the whole typography excellent."—Philadelphia In
quirer.

EVOLUTIONS OF FIELD BATTERIES OF

ARTILLERY.

Translated from the French, and arranged for the Army

and Militia of the United States. By Gen. Robbrt

Anderson, U. S. A. Published by order of the War

Department. 1 vol. cloth, 32 plates. $1.

War Depaetmeht, Nov. 2d, 1859.

The System of " Evolutions of Field Batteries," translated from
the French, and arranged for the service of the United States, by
Major Robert Anderson, of the 1st Regiment of Artillery, haying
been approved by the President, is published for the information

and government of the army.
All Evolutions of Field Batteries rot embraced in this system,

are prohibited, and those herein prescribed will be strictly observed.
J. B. FLOYD, Secretary of War.

"This system having been adopted by the War Department, is
to the artillerist what Hardee's Tactics is to the infantry soldier;
the want of a work like this has been seriously feltj and will be

eagerly welcomed.''—Louisville Journal,
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